INTRODUCTION
After their divergence 500,000 to 800,000 years ago, modern humans and Neanderthals interbred at least twice: the first time $100,000 years ago (Kuhlwilm et al., 2016) and the second $50,000 years ago (Fu et al., 2015; Green et al., 2010; Pä ä bo, 2015; Sankararaman et al., 2012 Sankararaman et al., , 2014 . The first interbreeding episode left introgressed segments (IS) of modern human ancestry within Neanderthal genomes (Kuhlwilm et al., 2016) , as revealed by the analysis of ancient DNA from a single Altai Neanderthal individual sequenced by Prü fer et al. (2014) . This first interbreeding event appears not to have left any detectable segments of Neanderthal ancestry in extant modern human genomes (Kuhlwilm et al., 2016) . In contrast, the second interbreeding episode left detectable IS of Neanderthal ancestry within the genomes of non-African modern humans (Fu et al., 2015; Green et al., 2010; Prü fer et al., 2014; Sankararaman et al., 2014; Vernot and Akey, 2014) .
Recent advances in the detection of introgression have led to the discovery that the majority of genomic segments initially introgressed from Neanderthals to modern humans were rapidly removed by purifying selection. Harris and Nielsen (2016) estimated that the proportion of Neanderthal ancestry in modern human genomes rapidly fell from $10% to the current levels of 2%-3% in modern Asians and Europeans (Fu et al., 2015; Juric et al., 2016) .
This history of interbreeding and purifying selection against IS raises several important questions. First, among the introgressed sequences that were ultimately retained, can we detect which sequences persisted by chance because they were not as deleterious or not deleterious at all to the recipient species, and which persisted not despite natural selection but because of it-that is, which IS increased in frequency due to positive selection? If any of the introgressed sequences were indeed driven into the recipient species due to positive selection, can we determine which pressures in the environment drove this adaptation?
Recently we found that proteins that interact with viruses (virus-interacting proteins [VIPs] ) evolve under both stronger purifying selection and tend to adapt at much higher rates compared to similar proteins that do not interact with viruses (Enard et al., 2016) . We estimated that interactions with viruses accounted for $30% of protein adaptation in the human lineage (Enard et al., 2016) . Because viruses appear to have driven so much adaptation in the human lineage, and because it is plausible that when Neanderthals and modern humans interbred they also exchanged viruses either directly by contact or via their shared environment, we hypothesized that some introgressed sequences might have provided a measure of protection against the exchanged viruses and were driven into the recipient species by positive directional selection. Consistent with this model, several cases of likely adaptive introgression (Gittelman et al., 2016; Racimo et al., 2015 Racimo et al., , 2017 from Neanderthals to modern humans involve immune genes that are specialized to deal with pathogens including viruses (Abi-Rached et al., 2011; Dannemann et al., 2016; Deschamps et al., 2016; Houldcroft and Underdown, 2016; Mendez et al., 2012 Mendez et al., , 2013 Nedelec et al., 2016; Quach et al., 2016; Sams et al., 2016) .
Here, we test this hypothesis by assessing whether VIPs are enriched in IS overall and, more specifically, in longer and more frequent IS that are more likely to have been driven into the recipient genome by positive directional selection. Because purifying selection strongly affects the probability of introgressed sequences being retained by chance, we test introgression enrichments at VIPs after controlling for the stronger purifying selection at VIPs as well as many other potentially confounding factors.
The basic logic of the analysis is as follows. If positive directional selection occurs soon after interbreeding, adaptive Neanderthal introgressed haplotypes are expected to rapidly increase in frequency before being fragmented by recombination and thus should lead to the presence of long and frequent IS as a result (Figure 1 ). Over time, recombination is expected to break up IS while purifying selection should remove deleterious alleles that hitchhiked together with the adaptive variant(s). As a result, the signal should erode over time. However, because IS scattered across multiple individuals by recombination can be identified and aggregated into single contiguous genomic regions, as was done by Sankararaman et al. (2014) and shown schematically in Figure 1 , the originally adaptive introgressed segment of Neanderthal ancestry might still be identifiable as aggregated segments of Neanderthal ancestry. Furthermore, the frequency and length of such retained regions Contiguous fragments of IS result in a longer region with a higher probability/frequency of introgressed alleles. The frequencies of alleles inherited from Neanderthals were estimated by Sankararaman et al. (2014) using the conditional random field approach. Note that Figure 1 is a schematization meant to highlight the differences between the neutral and the adaptive introgression scenario. The represented frequencies or length of IS are meant for illustration purpose only and do not represent actual cases present in our dataset. See also Figure S1 .
of Neanderthal ancestry can be assessed ( Figure S1 ; STAR Methods).
Here, we gathered a large dataset of thousands of VIPs and showed that they are strongly enriched within longer and more frequent IS of Neanderthal origin in modern human genomes, as well as in the longer IS of modern human origin in the Neanderthal genome. Furthermore, we found that VIPs that specifically interact with RNA viruses are particularly enriched in Neanderthal IS in modern European genomes compared to VIPs that interact with DNA viruses. We provide a number of arguments suggesting that it is specifically adaptation in response to viruses that drove these enrichments. We next identify several viruses as likely agents of selection, as well as a number of specific VIPs as likely targets of adaptation. Finally, we estimate that adaptation overall, and specifically adaptation in response to viruses, was an important force in the history of those Neanderthal IS that were ultimately retained in modern human genomes.
RESULTS

VIPs and Introgression Data
We focused on 4,534 VIPs ($20% of the human proteome; Table S1 ) that engage in defined physical interactions with many viruses, including 20 human viruses known to interact with at least 10 VIPs (Table S1 ; STAR Methods). VIPs were annotated based on interactions with modern viruses, but these can be thought of as proxies for related viruses in ancient populations. This extension is supported by the fact that related viruses tend to use similar host VIPs (Enard et al., 2016) . For example, VIPs interacting with HIV are also likely to interact with other lentiviruses. Thus, if enrichment of adaptive introgressions of HIV-interacting VIPs is observed, this presents evidence of past adaptation related to a lentivirus rather than to HIV itself.
To estimate enrichment of introgression at VIPs, we used the IS of Neanderthal ancestry in East Asian and European modern human genomes identified by Sankararaman et al. (2014) . These authors used a conditional random field (CRF) approach to estimate the frequencies and lengths of IS, and here, we simply reuse these estimates (STAR Methods). In brief, for each position in the genome that is marked by a SNP, the CRF model provides a posterior probability that any randomly sampled modern haplotype contains an allele of Neanderthal origin. Smoothed over a set of contiguous SNPs, this also provides a regional estimate of the frequency of Neanderthal ancestry (Figures 1 and  S1 ; STAR Methods). The method also generates a list of highconfidence Neanderthal haplotypes present in some individuals that we also utilized in this paper. We analyzed East Asian and European modern human populations separately because they had distinct histories of interbreeding with Neanderthals (Kim and Lohmueller, 2015; Vernot and Akey, 2015) .
Differences in Confounding Factors between VIPs and Non-VIPs
Of the 4,534 VIPs, 1,920 VIPs were identified by low-throughput approaches and hand-curated from the virology literature (LTVIPs), whereas 2,614 VIPs were identified by high-throughput approaches (Guirimand et al., 2015) (HT-VIPs; STAR Methods). Previously, using a smaller set of VIPs, we showed that they tend to be unusually highly conserved (Enard et al., 2016) . Before studying patterns of introgression between modern humans and Neanderthals, we first confirmed our previous findings with the current, expanded set of VIPs. Using the full set of 4,534 human VIPs, we showed that compared to non-VIPs, VIPs do exhibit (Table S2 ; STAR Methods): (1) a lower average ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous polymorphisms, (2) a higher proportion of rare, likely deleterious polymorphisms, reflected in the more negative values of Tajima's D, and (3) a higher density of functional and possibly deleterious segregating variants inferred by FUNSEQ (Fu et al., 2014; Khurana et al., 2013) . VIPs are also (1) found in regions of the genome with higher densities of coding sequences (Yates et al., 2016) , regulatory sequences (ENCODE Project Consortium, 2012) and conserved genomic segments defined by PhastCons (Siepel et al., 2005) ; (2) are more highly expressed (GTEx Consortium, 2015) ; and (3) have more interacting protein partners in the network of human protein-protein interactions than non-VIPs (Table S2) (Luisi et al., 2015; Stark et al., 2011) .
In summary, we confirmed that the 4,534 VIPs in our set are more conserved and have more segregating deleterious variants than non-VIPs (Enard et al., 2016) . The higher levels of conservation and purifying selection of VIPs, and higher loss rate of more constrained sequences of Neanderthal ancestry from the modern human genomes, implies that IS containing VIPs are more likely to have been removed by purifying selection. It is thus essential to control for varying levels of purifying selection to increase the power of detection of enrichment of VIPs in IS. An imperfect control for purifying selection is indeed likely to make the test of the enrichment of VIPs in the introgressed regions overly conservative, as under the null hypothesis of no adaptation preferentially targeting VIPs, we would expect VIPs to be present in the Neanderthal IS less often compared to non-VIPs.
Although we combined LT and HT-VIPs into a single VIP category, throughout the paper, we systematically confirmed that the major results obtained when combining all VIPs also held true when using only the hand-curated LT-VIPs.
Controlling for Confounding Factors between VIPs and Non-VIPs
To determine if VIPs are enriched in segments introgressed between modern humans and Neanderthals, it is important to first define which other factors, in addition to the levels of constraint, affect the occurrence of IS along the genome independently of interactions with viruses. In the genome, factors that affect the occurrence of IS should differ inside compared to outside IS. We must therefore match VIPs and non-VIPs for genomic factors that (1) differ inside versus outside IS, and (2) also differ between VIPs and non-VIPs (Figure 2A ).
We defined all the genomic factors that differed between IS and non-IS regions in both directions, including GC content, the number of human protein-protein interactions, and multiple parameters controlling for levels of deleterious variants (i.e., Tajima's D, FUNSEQ score, and densities of coding, regulatory, and conserved elements) (Figures 2 and S2 ; Table S2 ; STAR Methods). Because all of these genomic parameters also varied between VIPs and non-VIPs (Table S2) , we used a bootstrap test to first match the VIPs with control non-VIPs for all relevant factors (Figures 2B and 2C; Tables S3 and S4 ; STAR Methods). We also systematically matched VIPs and non-VIPs with similar recombination rates in the bootstrap test (STAR Methods), and we assessed whether the enrichment of VIPs in the IS becomes more pronounced in regions of higher recombination rate (Hinch et al., 2011) . We did this to further confirm that adaptive introgression rather than heterosis explains our results. Indeed, Kim et al. (2017) We further used the hypergeometric test to detect a strong and highly significant excess of long and frequent Neanderthal IS encompassing VIPs in both East Asian and European populations ( Figure S3 ). Specifically, the excess of VIPs in the long IS (R100 kb) is significantly higher than in all (>0 kb) IS both in East Asians ( Figure S3A , hypergeometric one-tailed test p = 1.2 3 10 À5 ) and Europeans ( Figure S3B , p = 0.007). Likewise, the excess of VIPs in the IS at frequencies >15% is higher than that in all IS both in Asians (p = 0.05) and Europeans (p = 0.025). Most importantly, the excess of VIPs in the long (R100 kb) segments at frequencies >15% is significantly higher than that in all segments (>0 kb) at frequencies higher than 15% both in East Asians ( Figure S3A , p = 2.5 3 10 À4 ) and Europeans (Figure S3B, p = 0.034) . This significant excess of long and frequent Neanderthal IS is the hallmark of directional selection. These patterns remained when we restricted the analysis to only very high confidence segments of Neanderthal ancestry (Figures S3C and S3D; STAR Methods) and are also robust to variations in the definition of IS (STAR Methods).
A General Trend toward Longer and More Frequent Neanderthal Introgressed Segments at VIPs
The hypergeometric test we implemented required fixing arbitrary thresholds of length and frequency of the IS. We thus further verified whether we could observe a more general trend toward an increase in Neanderthal ancestry at VIPs as we increased the length and frequency of IS across a wide range of thresholds. Figure 3A shows that the excess of Neanderthal ancestry at VIPs does tend to progressively increase with larger length thresholds as well as with larger frequency thresholds (see also Figures S4A and S4B) . Moreover, the excess of Neanderthal ancestry at VIPs is significantly greater in high-recombination regions of the genome (hypergeometric test using IS larger than 100 kb and at frequencies higher than 15%; East Asia p = 0.016, Europe p = 0.039) (Figure 3B) as expected under the adaptive introgression model. These patterns remained when (1) we restricted the analysis to LT-VIPs (Figure S4C ), or (2) we used a different recombination map (Kong et al., 2010) ( Figures S4D and S4E ), or (3) when we added a control for background selection (McVicker et al., 2009) (Figures S4F and S4G) . Furthermore, VIPs and control non-VIPs have very similar numbers of segregating variants (241 segregating variants on average in VIPs and 239 in non-VIPs in East Asia, p = 0.32. 247 in VIPs and 243 in non-VIPs in Europe, p = 0.2) revealing that VIPs and control non-VIPs have similar amounts of highly constrained sites.
Adaptive Introgressed Loci Are Strongly Enriched among VIPs
Overall, the enrichment of Neanderthal ancestry, and specifically the strong enrichment of long and frequent IS at VIPs, suggest that viruses frequently drove adaptive introgression after interbreeding between Neanderthals and modern humans. It is important to note, however, that so far we have not used information on adaptive introgression at the level of specific loci. Several scans for adaptive introgressed loci previously identified multiple loci with locus-specific evidence of adaptive introgression (Gittelman et al., 2016; Jagoda et al., 2017; Racimo et al., 2017) . If the overall enrichment of long and frequent IS reflects the impact of adaptive introgression at VIPs, then VIPs should be particularly strongly enriched in loci previously shown to have undergone adaptive introgression. Here, we used the loci identified by three different scans (Gittelman et al., 2016; Jagoda et al., 2017; Racimo et al., 2017) and estimated their enrichment at VIPs. In line with the overall enrichment of Neanderthal ancestry at VIPs being due to adaptive introgression, we found a very strong excess of adaptive IS at VIPs compared to nonVIPs ( Figure S4H ). As expected, the excess is very pronounced for long and frequent adaptive IS ( Figure S4I ). Thus, these results further show that adaptive introgression had a substantial impact at VIPs after interbreeding. Boxplot intervals represent the discrepancy between confounding factors between VIPs and non-VIPs before bootstrap matching. The red dots represent the difference in confounding factors between VIPs and non-VIPs after bootstrap matching. Note that for the factor ''regulatory density'' the residual discrepancy is in the conservative direction. (C) Same as (B) but for introgression from Neanderthals to European modern humans. See also Figure S2 and Table S2 .
Correlation between Segment Length and the Number of VIPs
The enrichment of long IS suggests that positive directional selection drove adaptive introgression at VIPs. However, the excess of VIPs in the long IS could also be due to unaccounted clustering of multiple VIPs containing multiple adaptive, balanced alleles, instead of isolated alleles under directional selection. This possibility is unlikely, however, because we would then expect a positive correlation between the number of VIPs within an IS and the length of this IS. We found no such correlation (partial correlations controlling for the total number of genes within an introgressed segment; Europe: Spearman's r = 0.06, p = 0.6; East Asia: r = 0.1, p = 0.3).
Estimating the Proportion of Adaptive Introgressed Segments
The excess of long and frequent IS at VIPs can be used to estimate the rate of adaptive introgression. The number of long and frequent IS at VIPs above the expected number based on matched non-VIPs is a lower bound for the proportion of adaptive IS. For example, if there were 50 IS at VIPs versus 20 IS at control non-VIPs, we would estimate that the 30 additional long and frequent segments at VIPs were due to adaptive introgression.
Overall we identified 121 (versus 66 expected) segments longer than 100 kb overlapping VIPs in East Asia (bootstrap test p < 10 À3 ) and 103 (versus 68 expected) in Europe (p < 10 À3 ). For the introgressions that are long (R100 kb) and at high frequency (R15%) and thus more likely to be adaptive, the absolute counts are smaller but the enrichment is even more pronounced: 36 (versus 11 expected) segments in Asia (p < 10
À3
), and 19 (versus 6 expected) in Europe (p < 10 À3 ).
Based on these numbers, we estimated that out of all long and high-frequency IS from Neanderthals to modern humans, 15% to 32% (54 of 171) in East Asians and 12% to 25% (27 of 105) in Europeans have been positively selected in response to viruses. In total there are 171 and 105 long and high-frequency IS overlapping genes in East Asians and Europeans, respectively. In East Asians, a total of 1,702 VIPs matched three or more control non-VIPs in the bootstrap test. These 1,702 VIPs overlap the 36 IS (versus 11 expected) used to measure enrichments (Figure 3 ; STAR Methods), leaving us with $25 adaptive IS. Additional 42 IS overlapping VIPs were not used because the VIPs matched with fewer than three control 
. Excess of Introgression from Neanderthals to Modern Humans at VIPs
The graphs show the relative excess (y axis) of IS of Neanderthal ancestry within Asian and European modern human genomes as a function of increasing lower segment size threshold (x axis) and increasing lower segment frequency threshold (from left to right). The black line is the observed excess. The gray area is the 95% confidence interval. For representation purposes, any excess >10 is depicted as 10 in the graphs. Segment size thresholds for which the confidence interval is not represented correspond to thresholds beyond which there are no IS overlapping control non-VIPs. Orange dots, bootstrap test p < 0.05; red dots, bootstrap test p < 0.001. The dashed line indicates an excess of 1. The lower segment size threshold was increased until there were fewer than three remaining IS overlapping VIPs or non-VIPs included in the matching. The points that have no confidence interval are points where VIPs still have several overlapping IS, but where control non-VIPs no longer have any overlapping introgressed segment. non-VIPs in the bootstrap test (STAR Methods). If we assume that the same proportion was adaptive among the unmatched VIPs, we obtain a total of 54.17 (25 of 36 matched and $29 of 42 unmatched) positively selected IS, or 32% of all the 171 long, high-frequency IS in East Asians. Using the same extrapolation, we estimated that a total of $27 or $25% of all the 105 long, high-frequency IS in Europeans were positively selected in response to viruses.
We could also use these enrichments to estimate false discovery rates (FDR) of adaptive introgression for individual VIPs. VIPs with FDR below 50% are listed in Table S5 . Interestingly, several previously published candidate VIP loci for adaptive introgression have low FDR, including the OAS gene cluster (FDR = 0.22 in Europe) (Mendez et al., 2013) or the TLR1/6/10 gene cluster (FDR = 0.17 in Europe) (Dannemann et al., 2016) .
VIPs Are Enriched in Introgressed Segments from Modern Humans to Altai Neanderthals
We next tested for an excess of introgressions from modern humans to Neanderthals, using the data on introgressed genomic regions in a single Altai Neanderthal individual (Kuhlwilm et al., 2016) . Because adaptive IS are expected to be longer than neutral ones, we estimated the excess of segments of modern human ancestry in the single Altai Neanderthal individual genome at VIPs as a function of their size. We found a large excess of long segments of modern human ancestry at VIPs ( Figure 4A ). Furthermore, as predicted, the excess is more pronounced in high-recombination regions of the genome (Figure 4B) . We confirmed that this excess was also detected using only high-quality LT-VIPs ( Figure S5 ).
Identifying Ancient Viruses Responsible for Adaptive Introgression
We next asked if it is possible to identify which ancient viruses might be responsible for the observed enrichments. While such an analysis in the direction from modern humans to Neanderthals is severely underpowered with only 19 VIPs found in IS over 100 kb in the Altai Neanderthal, the number is much larger in modern humans with 152 VIPs found in long (R100 kb) and frequent (R15%) Neanderthal IS.
We used the 20 modern human viruses that interact with ten or more VIPs as proxies for the ancient related viruses that infected humans at the time of interbreeding (Table S1 ). These 20 viruses are evenly distributed between RNA viruses (2,684 VIPs) and DNA viruses (2,547 VIPs) (Table S1 ). Of the 2,684 RNA VIPs, 1,563 interact with only RNA viruses, while out of 2,547 DNA VIPs, 1,426 interact with only DNA viruses.
We first asked if ancient RNA or DNA viruses were more likely to have been involved, with the expectation that RNA viruses should be more likely to drive adaptive introgression because they are more likely to jump from one species to another (Geoghegan et al., 2017; Kreuder Johnson et al., 2015) . In order to determine whether introgression was skewed toward either RNA or DNA viruses, we used the bootstrap test to compare the number of IS at VIPs that interact with only one RNA virus with the number of IS at VIPs that interact with only one DNA virus and are located far from any RNA VIP (R500 kb) (STAR Methods).
We did not detect any significant skew in favor of RNA-virus VIPs in East Asia ( Figure 5A ). By contrast, in Europe, we detected a strong bias of RNA-virus VIPs in long, high-frequency IS ( Figure 5A ). This pattern was more pronounced for introgression in the regions of high recombination (Figure 5B ). The enrichment of Neanderthal ancestry at RNA VIPs became even more pronounced ( Figures S6A and S6B ) when we repeated the comparison after excluding genes known to interact with bacteria, Plasmodium (Ebel et al., 2017) , and immune genes annotated as such by the Gene Ontology database (The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2017) . Thus, other pathogens appear unable to explain the signal at RNA VIPs. The enrichment was also more pronounced when using only adaptive IS (Gittelman et al., 2016; Jagoda et al., 2017; Racimo et al., 2017) (Figures S6C and S6D) . Furthermore, the slightly stronger background selection at RNA VIPs than at control DNA VIPs both in East Asia and Europe (7% stronger in both cases, p < 10 À3 ) makes the comparison conservative. RNA VIPs also have slightly fewer segregating variants (9% less in Europe, p < 10 À3 ) and thus slightly more sites under strong purifying selection than control DNA VIPs, which is again conservative. The enrichment at RNA VIPs was further confirmed using only LT-VIPs ( Figures S6E and S6F ) or a different recombination map ( Figures S6G and S6H ).
We next tried to identify which families of ancient RNA viruses might explain the observed skew toward RNA VIPs in Europeans. Of the 11 RNA viruses included in this analysis (Table  S1 ), HIV (a lentivirus), influenza A virus (IAV, an orthomyxovirus) and hepatitis C virus (HCV, a flavivirus) have by far the highest numbers of VIPs. It appears that both HIV-only and IAV-only VIPs were each associated with a large excess of high-frequency, long adaptive IS in European modern humans compared to VIPs that interact with only one DNA virus ( Figures  6A-6D ). The excess was particularly strong for HIV-only and IAVonly VIPs within high-recombination regions (Figure 6B, D) . Specifically, we found seven (versus 0.29 expected) high-frequency (R15%) IS overlapping IAV-only VIPs (p < 10 À3 ) and eight (versus 0.83 expected) overlapping HIV-only VIPs (p < 10
À3
). Table S5 lists the specific VIPs found in these IS.
While these results were robust when restricting to HIV-only LT-VIPs ( Figures S6I and S6J ), we did not detect a significant enrichment at IAV-only LT-VIPs. It is possible that the smaller number of IAV-only LT-VIPs (56 overall versus 195 for HIV and only 15 in high recombination regions) did not provide sufficient power to detect a significant excess of introgression. Indeed, subsampling of HIV-only LT-VIPs to the number of IAV-only LT-VIPs reduced the power enough to eliminate statistical significance (bootstrap test p > 0.05 for IAV-only LT VIPs and all ten random subsamples and all introgression lengths and frequencies).
Although we detected no significant enrichment of IS at HCVonly VIPs ( Figures 6E and 6F ), this might also be an issue of statistical power because HCV has far fewer unique VIPs than HIV and IAV (157 versus 405 and 490, respectively). Indeed, subsampling of HIV-only and IAV-only VIPs to the small number of HCVonly VIPs results in insufficient power to detect any excess due to a small sample size ( Figure S6K ), leaving open the possibility that HCV-like viruses might also have been involved.
VIPs and Specific Host Functions
The enrichments of VIPs in IS represent statistical associations, and more evidence is required to demonstrate causality. One particular worry is that host biological functions that are significantly enriched among VIPs might also be enriched in adaptive IS independently of their interactions with viruses. In such a case, the observed enrichment of adaptive introgression at VIPs would not be due to interactions with viruses but would be due, instead, to the uneven representation of diverse host functions between VIPs and non-VIPs.
Consider a hypothetical example in which genes that have the biological Gene Ontology (GO) function ''cell cycle'' tend to be enriched in IS independently of their interactions with viruses. If the genes with this function are also enriched among VIPs, this could by itself lead to the enrichment of VIPs in the IS. We test this possibility by assessing if the biological functions overrepresented among VIPs (R1.5 enrichment, permutation test p % 0.05) are enriched within IS overall or within particularly long and/or frequent IS (Figure 7 ). If they are not-as schematically shown in Figure 7A -then this is an unlikely explanation for our results. If they are-as schematically shown in Figure 7B-then this would be worrisome and would require us to carry out additional analyses to control for this bias. Figures  7C-7F show no evidence that biological functions enriched in Crucial Immune and Proviral VIPs Are Over-represented in Introgressed Segments Assuming that viruses were responsible for the observed enrichments, we then asked whether VIPs in IS tend to possess any particular functions. We used a permutation test to estimate the over-representation of GO annotations of biological functions at VIPs inside IS compared to VIPs outside IS (STAR Methods). We used IS of at least the length and the frequency where we first started observing highly significant (bootstrap test p < 10 À3 both in Europe and East Asia) enrichments in IS at VIPs (longer than 50 kb and at frequencies higher than 5%; Figure 3 ). In line with a possible causal role of viruses, multiple functions related to immune response or to crucial steps of the viral replication cycle were significantly over-represented among VIPs within IS in Europe, although not in East Asia (Table S6 ). This pattern was particularly pronounced when using only the manually curated LT-VIPs (Table S6) , which may reflect the fact that LT-VIPs are better annotated. For example, the GO annotation ''immune effector process'' was one of the most strongly overrepresented in Europe (all VIPs: 57 VIPs versus 34 expected by chance, permutation test p = 5 3 10 À4 ; LT-VIPs: 49 versus 27.5 expected by chance, p = 10 À4 ). Importantly, the ''immune effector process'' function was not over-represented among non-VIPs within IS (permutation test p > 0.05 for all GO annotations in Table S6 ). Interestingly, the GO function for a crucial early step of infection, ''virion attachment to host cell,'' was among the most strongly over-represented GO functions among all VIPs, both in Europe (5 VIPs instead of 0.8 expected by chance, permutation test p < 10 À7 ), and in East Asia (4 VIPs versus 0.75 expected by chance, p = 5.10 À3 ). All the virion attachment VIPs are LTVIPs. Of the five virion attachment VIPs, four were shown to be involved in RNA virus attachment (ICAM1, CD209/DCSIGN, HSP90AB1, and CLEC4M) and one in DNA virus attachment (PVRL2). Interestingly, of the four virion attachment VIPs interacting with RNA viruses, three interact with HCV (CD209/ DCSIGN, HSP90AB1, and CLEC4M; HCV VIPs: 3 versus 0.4 expected virion attachment VIPs, p = 7.10 À4 ).
Another GO annotation category that represents an important step in the viral replication cycle, ''viral genome replication,'' was also strongly over-represented particularly at LTVIPs within IS in Europe (all VIPs: 17 VIPs versus 7.8 expected, p = 0.029 and LT-VIPs: 17 LT-VIPs versus 6.9 expected, p = 1.6 3 10 À3 ). Intriguingly, a large number of these ''viral genome replication'' VIPs were again VIPs that interact with HCV as in the case for virion attachment (LTF, EIF2AK2/PKR, ATG5, MAVS, CD209/DCSIGN, CLEC4M, VAPB; all HCV VIPs: 7 versus 1.7 viral genome replication VIPs, p = 0.009; We compared the enrichment in adaptive introgression of specific GO annotations. We estimated how much each GO function was enriched in introgressed segments by comparing the number of genes of the GO function within introgressed segments compared to the number of genes expected by chance (STAR Methods). The enrichment is then the ratio of the observed number of genes for a given function within introgressed segments divided by the average random expectation. All the enrichments were measured excluding VIPs because we want to specifically estimate the effect of internal host functions independently of interactions with viruses. Red, distributions of enrichments (x axis) across GO functions found at more than 50 VIPs and that are significantly overrepresented among VIPs; blue, distributions of enrichments across GO functions found at more than 50 VIPs but not over-represented among VIPs. (C) Enrichments in introgressed segments longer than 50 kb and at frequencies higher than 5% in Europe.
(D) Enrichments in introgressed segments longer than 100 kb and at frequencies higher than 15% in Europe.
(E) Enrichments in introgressed segments longer than 50 kb and at frequencies higher than 5% in East Asia.
(F) Enrichments in introgressed segments longer than 100 kb and at frequencies higher than 15% in East Asia. See also Table S6 .
HCV LT-VIPs: 7 viral genome replication VIPs versus 1.5 expected, p = 10 À4 ).
The representation of RNA and DNA viruses within this overrepresented function therefore matches our previous finding of a stronger effect of RNA viruses in Europe and strongly suggests a causal role of viruses.
DISCUSSION
Here, we presented evidence that a substantial proportion of IS from Neanderthals to modern humans and vice versa are strongly enriched for proteins interacting with viruses. We further detected a particularly strong signal for VIPs interacting with RNA viruses in Europeans. The more comprehensive annotations of host-virus interactions we used as well as the controls for multiple genomic factors explain why such signals were not noticed in previous functional analyses of IS (STAR Methods).
Altogether, our results suggest that adaptive introgression in response to viruses might have been more prevalent than previously known based on the small number of published examples (Abi-Rached et al., 2011; Dannemann et al., 2016; Mendez et al., 2012 Mendez et al., , 2013 Nedelec et al., 2016; Quach et al., 2016; Sams et al., 2016) . Indeed, we estimate that out of all long (R100 kb) and high-frequency (R15%) IS from Neanderthals to modern humans, 32% (54 of 171) in Asians and 25% (27 of 105) in Europeans might have been positively selected in response to viruses.
Note that we specifically tested the model of positive directional selection of IS soon after interbreeding which is expected to drive long IS of Neanderthal ancestry to high frequency into the population. However, we do not exclude the possibility that the IS were subsequently maintained by balancing selection or frequency-dependent selection of some kind. This is an intriguing possibility especially if the increased genetic variability introduced by introgression was advantageous in variable environments.
Overall, these results provide preliminary support for the ''poison-antidote'' hypothesis under which the interactions between modern humans and Neanderthals exposed each species to novel viruses while gene flow between the species afforded a measure of resistance by allowing VIPs that were already adapted to the presence of specific viruses in the donor species to cross species boundaries and provide adaptive function in the recipient species.
In this respect, the finding that the greater enrichment of Neanderthal ancestry at RNA VIPs is restricted to Europe is particularly interesting. Several authors have concluded that multiple pulses of interbreeding occurred between Neanderthals and modern humans, with at least one pulse before the split of Asian and European modern populations and multiple independent pulses after the split of these populations (Kim and Lohmueller, 2015; Vernot and Akey, 2015; Villanea and Schraiber, 2018) . The strong enrichment at RNA VIPs in Europe but not in East Asia then suggests that this difference arose due to the pulses of interbreeding after the split between Asians and Europeans. Whether adaptive introgression at DNA VIPs in East Asians compensated for a previous bias toward RNA VIPs still visible in Europeans, or adaptive introgression at RNA VIPs occurred specifically after an independent pulse of interbreeding in Europe, remains an open question.
Despite the strong statistical signals, we believe that the evidence gathered in favor of the poison-antidote scenario is preliminary. Indeed, although the enrichments we describe are rigorously defined, they represent only statistical associations. We believe that more functional work will be required to establish the causal impact of the virus-host interactions on the detected patterns of adaptive introgression. Intriguingly, such evidence is beginning to accumulate. Quach et al. (2016) The analysis presented here opens the door for more functional studies of this kind. Our own cursory look at the functional data revealed some tantalizing patterns. For instance, several of the RNA virus VIPs that have a low FDR for adaptive introgression are known to affect specific steps of the viral replication cycle, and in some cases, introgression increased the frequency of specific functional variants that plausibly confer increased resistance against viruses. For example, the IAV VIP PPIE (also known as cyclophilin E) has been shown to inhibit the formation of the viral ribonucleoprotein complex required for IAV RNA replication (Wang et al., 2011b) . Introgression at the PPIE locus in Europeans has increased the frequency of allelic variants of expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) SNPs that are associated with very high expression of PPIE across many tissues, including the lungs (GTEx Consortium, 2015) . It is possible that such an increased expression results in greater inhibition of the viral ribonucleoprotein complex and thus increased viral resistance.
Another noteworthy example is Toll-like receptor 2 TLR2, a HIV VIP where introgression increased the frequency of alleles at multiple linked eQTL SNPs associated with higher TLR2 expression in many tissues (GTEx Consortium, 2015) . HIV protein ENV has been shown to bind and inhibit TLR2 activity (Reuven et al., 2014) , suggesting that increased TLR2 expression might have at least partially prevented such inhibition for related lentiviruses.
Furthermore, it will be interesting to study whether the presence of Neanderthal ancestry at VIPs still leads to variable susceptibility to modern viruses in modern humans. Interestingly, the C-type lectin receptor CD209/DCSIGN, one of the five virion attachment HCV VIPs found to be highly enriched in IS in Europe (Crucial Immune and Proviral VIPs Are Over-Represented in Introgressed Segments, in Results), interacts with HCV and Dengue virus. Introgression from Neanderthals at this locus has affected the frequency of alleles at a well-known variant (rs4804803) within the promoter of DCSIGN with a documented effect on CD209/DCSIGN expression and on HCV and dengue virus infection severity (Ryan et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2011a) .
While these scenarios are clearly speculative, they show the power of our enrichment approach to systematically formulate plausible and testable hypotheses for specific adaptive introgression candidates. Many of the identified genes are identified at low enough FDR that it is sensible to carry out functional studies of the introgressed variants.
Finally, these results suggest that the genomes of humans and other species contain signatures of past arms races with diverse viruses and other pathogens, making it possible to use host genomic signatures to study ancient interactions with ever present and ever shifting viral and other pathogens. In this respect, it is worth noting that even though we focused on Neanderthal ancestry, we anticipate that it should also be possible to study the impact of ancient epidemics on introgression from Denisovans to modern humans, especially in populations such as Melanesians with a larger percentage of Denisovan ancestry (Vernot et al., 2016) . The results of such studies should provide important insights into the dynamics of past, present, and future epidemics.
STAR+METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: 
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METHOD DETAILS
All the STAR Methods we used are quantifications and statistical analyses. All the details related to these STAR Methods are therefore provided in the following section, QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Annotation of VIPs
We previously manually annotated 1256 VIPs from a set of 9861 human proteins with orthologs conserved across mammals (Enard et al., 2016) . Here, we extended our manual annotation effort to all protein coding genes in the human genome and identified 664 additional VIPs, for a total of 1920 manually curated, high quality VIPs (Table S1 ). The 664 additional VIPs were all identified with low-throughput STAR Methods and extracted from the virology literature as previously described (Enard et al., 2016) . In addition to the 1920 low-throughput VIPs, we also used 2614 other VIPs identified for viruses infecting humans by high throughput STAR Methods and annotated in the VirHostNet2.0 database (Guirimand et al., 2015) or identified in at least one of 14 different recent studies not listed in VirHostNet2.0 (Table S1 ). We excluded VIPs only identified by yeast two-hybrid because of notoriously high rates of false positives and negatives. The 4534 resulting VIPs are all listed in Table S1 together with their respective viruses. Note that LTVIPs for specific viruses can also be high-throughput VIPs for other viruses ( Table S1 ). Note that our annotation of VIPs is much more comprehensive than annotations of host-virus interactions provided by Gene Ontology annotations. Indeed we found that only 18% of VIPs are annotated with GO functions related to viruses, defined as GO functions with the words ''virus'' or ''viral'' in their name. Together with the fact that Sankararaman et al. (2014) did not control for purifying selection and other confounding factors in their functional analysis and did not use controls far enough from VIPs, this could potentially explain why the enrichments in introgression at VIPs were not previously noticed by these authors even though they conducted a GO enrichment analysis. In Figures S4L-S4Q , we show in particular that not controlling for confounding factors and not choosing control non-VIPs far from VIPs largely eliminates the signal of enrichment at VIPs. The same naive approach not controlling for confounding factors and not choosing control DNA VIPs far from RNA VIPs however still detects the enrichment of Neanderthal ancestry at RNA VIPs in Europe (Figures S6L and S6M ).
Introgressed segments from Neanderthals to modern humans
We used the segments of Neanderthal ancestry in both Asian and European modern humans that were identified and kindly provided by Sankararaman et al. (2014) . Sankararaman et al. (2014) estimated for each SNP in East Asian or European populations the population-wide probability that an allele was inherited from Neanderthals ( Figure S1A ; posterior probability on the y axis, blue curve on the graph). For each SNP either in European or East Asian populations, the CRF approach provides a posterior probability that any given allele at the SNP site was inherited from Neanderthals. To estimate the probability that a specific allele comes from Neanderthals Sankararaman et al., (2014) first define a 100Kb window ( Figure S1B ). In the example of Figure S1B the 100Kb window contains seven SNPs. The sample studied is made of four individuals for a total of eight phased haplotypes each representing a single chromosome. To estimate the probability that each allele on each different phased haplotype comes from Neanderthals, the CRF uses all other alleles on the same phased haplotype in the 100Kb window. In particular it uses 1) SNP sites where the tested haplotype carries the same allele as Neanderthals but this allele is absent in Africa and 2) SNP sites where the tested haplotype carries the same allele as African populations but this allele is absent in the Neanderthal diploid individual genome. Compared to a Hidden Markov Model, the emission probability of the CRF at a given SNP site then depends not only on the allelic state at this SNP but also on the allelic states of all the other informative SNPs in the 100Kb window weighted by their genetic distance from the tested SNP. In summary, the CRF incorporates the surrounding haplotype structure to estimate the probability of Neanderthal ancestry separately for each allele in the 100Kb window.
Then, by summing all the weighted probabilities for every allele at a specific SNP site it is possible to get the overall probability that any allele at a particular SNP was introgressed from Neanderthals ( Figure S1B) . This probability can then be used as a proxy for the frequency of Neanderthal ancestry at a particular SNP site.
We then defined an introgressed segment (blue rectangle in Figure S1A ) at a frequency higher than a fixed threshold (for example threshold 0.2 in Figure S1A ) as an entire region where the posterior probabilities at consecutive SNPs exceed the fixed threshold. To extend the introgressed segment we tolerated that the posterior probability falls transiently below the fixed threshold for no more than ten consecutive SNPs ($5Kb on average) before going back to values higher than the threshold (small dent below 0.2 in Figure S1A ). Note that the specific number of consecutive SNPs allowed below the frequency threshold does not affect our results. Indeed, we estimated very similar enrichments in introgression at VIPs when using ten ($5kb) or 100 consecutive SNPs ($50Kb) ( Figure S7A ).
Note that in addition to posterior probabilities, Sankararaman et al. (2014) provide predictions of high-confidence Neanderthal segments in specific modern human individuals. Indeed, some stretches of phased haplotypes such as haplotype 6 (SNP sites 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) in Figure S1B can have very high estimated probabilities of Neanderthal ancestry, in which case they are classified by Sankararaman et al. (2014) as ''high confidence'' segments of Neanderthal ancestry present in specific individuals in the tested population. Importantly the high CRF posterior probabilities we used to infer long IS (> 100kb) at high frequencies (> 15%) where we found the strongest enrichments at VIPs overlap high-confidence individual segments at 99.5% in Europe and 99.7% in Asia, respectively, showing near-perfect agreement between the two types of annotations of IS by the CRF approach. Overall a high proportion of 70% of the IS we used (irrespective of their length or frequency) overlap high confidence Neanderthal segments found in specific individuals by Sankararaman et al. (2014) . Importantly the enrichments in IS observed at VIPs when using only those IS that overlap with high confidence segments are indistinguishable from the enrichments observed when using all IS ( Figure S7B ). This confirms that using the posterior probabilities provided by Sankararaman et al. (2014) to define IS above a fixed frequency threshold is an appropriate approach. The IS with their coordinates, the genes they contain as well as the information of whether or not they overlap with high confidence Neanderthal segments are available as Table S7 .
Introgressed segments from modern humans to Altai Neanderthals
We use the segments of modern human ancestry in the Altai Neanderthal genome provided by Kuhlwilm et al. (2016) as a supplementary table (Table S18) in their manuscript.
Genomic factors
All analyses were conducted using hg19 genomic coordinates and protein-coding gene annotations from Ensembl version 83 (Yates et al., 2016) . Genomic factors included the densities of coding (Yates et al., 2016 ), conserved (Siepel et al., 2005 , and regulatory elements (ENCODE Project Consortium, 2012) . For each protein-coding gene in the human genome, these densities were measured within 50 kb windows at the genomic center of each gene (halfway between the most 5 0 transcription start and most 3 0 transcription stop sites), ensuring that all genes were treated equally irrespective of their genomic structure. To measure coding sequence density (CDS), we used coding sequences annotated in Ensembl version 83 (Yates et al., 2016) . The density of conserved elements was the density of segments conserved across mammals identified by PhastCons (Siepel et al., 2005) applied to alignments of 46 mammalian genomes, and available at the UCSC Genome Browser (http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg19/database/). The density of regulatory elements was the density of all the Encode DNase I segments cumulated across all ENCODE cell types (ENCODE Project Consortium, 2012) , available at http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg19/encodeDCC/ wgEncodeRegDnaseClustered/.
In addition to these densities, we also controlled for various functional aspects of genes such as mRNA expression and the number of protein-protein physical interactions. For the former, we used mRNA expression (measured in RPKM) for Ensembl protein-coding genes across 53 different tissues from GTEx version 6 (GTEx Consortium, 2015) , available at https://www.gtexportal.org/home/. For the number of protein-protein interactions (known as 'degree' in the protein-protein interaction network), we used a version of the BioGrid database, curated and made available by Luisi et al. (2015) (Stark et al., 2011) .
In addition to these functional factors, GC content is well known to correlate with the long-term recombination rate (Duret and Arndt, 2008) . Because recombination rate strongly affects the strength of background selection against IS, we controlled for both GC content and direct estimates of the local recombination rates measured within 200-kb windows centered on genes, as described above. In particular, we used the fine-scale genetic maps measured by Hinch et al. (2011) in African Americans. We further showed that our results are robust to the specific recombination map being used ( Figures S4D, S4E , S6G, and S6H). Note also that all analyses in the manuscript were conducted using only genes with a recombination rate greater than 0.0005 cM/Mb to avoid confusion between genes where the recombination rate is null and genes located within gaps in the recombination map (null versus unknown recombination rate).
Finally, to study introgression at VIPs compared to non-VIPs it is crucial to control for the amount of deleterious variants, defined as the amounts of segregating deleterious mutations within different regions of the genome. We used two statistics that are both expected to correlate with the amount of deleterious variants. First, we used Tajima's D (Tajima, 1989) , measured using variants from the 1000 Genomes Project (Auton et al., 2015) , as an estimator of the excess of rare alleles within 50 kb windows centered on Ensembl version 83 protein-coding genes. Deleterious alleles are expected to segregate at lower frequencies than neutral ones, and although Tajima's D is often used to detect complete selective sweeps, it was initially created to detect an excess of rare deleterious alleles. Because Tajima's D is also sensitive to selective sweeps, we can also control for those sweeps that occurred later in evolution. Indeed, in addition to accounting for deleterious mutations, controlling for Tajima's D is also likely to partially account for the fact that IS from Neanderthals to modern humans may have been eliminated at locations in the genome where adaptive de novo mutations that occurred after interbreeding resulted in selective sweeps that reached high frequencies.
As a second statistic also expected to correlate with the amount of deleterious variants, we used the scores of deleteriousness attributed to non-coding variants (which represent the vast majority of variants) from the 1000 Genomes Project (Auton et al., 2015) by the annotation tool FUNSEQ (Fu et al., 2014; Khurana et al., 2013) . More specifically, we measure the average deleteriousness score within 50 kb windows centered on Ensembl version 83 protein-coding genes. Tajima's D and the average FUNSEQ score represent two very different ways to estimate the amount of deleterious variants, and are therefore complementary.
Overall 68% of genes are shorter than 50kb, and 80% are shorter than 100kb. So the 50 kb windows we used are sufficient for a majority of the genes in the analysis. For very large genes well over 100kb, it is possible that the values of the factors measured in 50kb windows do not always correlate well with the values of these factors if they had been measured over the whole length of these long genes. To address this limitation we repeated the comparison of VIPs and non-VIPs and the comparison of RNA VIPs and DNA VIPs using only genes shorter than 50kb. The results are largely unaffected ( Figures S4J, S4K, S6N , and S6O), thus showing that the 50kb windows used for measuring confounding factors are sufficient.
Identifying important genomic factors
In order to estimate the effect of viruses on adaptive introgression, it is crucial to first eliminate factors intrinsic to the host that also affect the occurrence of IS along the genome. This can be achieved by comparing VIPs and non-VIPs that are matched for genomic factors that affect the occurrence of IS; measures of such factors are expected to be significantly different inside versus outside IS. For example, IS from Neanderthals occur more frequently in regions of modern human genomes with higher recombination rates (Sankararaman et al., 2014) because more intense background selection eliminated more IS in regions of low recombination. In agreement with these previous findings, we found that recombination is significantly higher inside versus outside IS from Neanderthals to both Asian and European modern humans ( Figures S2A and S2B ). More specifically, we measured recombination in 200 kb windows centered on genes (see ''Genomic factors'' in STAR Methods) inside and outside IS. Genes with their genomic center within an IS were considered to be 'inside,' whereas all other genes are considered 'outside.' We then counted the number of genes inside IS and calculated the average recombination rate across these genes. To determine how different this average differs from that of genes outside IS, we randomly sampled the same number of genes outside IS 1,000 times to obtain an empirical null distribution for the average.
The comparison of genes inside versus outside IS can be performed not only for recombination, but also for any possible genomic factor. Figures 2 and S2 show the genomic factors that differ significantly inside versus outside IS from Neanderthals to modern humans, as well as for IS in the other direction. For all factors other than recombination, we did not use a simple permutation test, but instead used a permutation test with a target average (see below) that makes it possible to compare genes inside and outside IS with similar recombination rates.
Bootstrap test
We created a bootstrap test to compare VIPs and non-VIPs matched for all important host genomic factors that affect the occurrence of IS (Figures 2 and S2) . If a given genomic factor had the value a at a specific VIP, we looked for all non-VIPs around the value a within the range of values from a-ax to a+ay, where x and y are always above zero. At this point, we selected for further analysis only those VIPs with more than three matching non-VIPs. For each VIP with at least three matching non-VIPs, we then randomly chose one of the matched non-VIPs as its control. By doing the same for all VIPs, we obtained a control set of non-VIPs with the same important genomic properties, i.e., those properties that differ inside versus outside IS and also between VIPs and non-VIPs. This matching process was a bootstrap because the same non-VIP could serve as the control for several VIPs. By repeating the matching process many times, we could create many random sets of control non-VIPs from which empirical null distributions (i.e., genes with the same genomic properties except for the interactions with viruses) could be estimated for any possible genomic factor, including those that we tried to match between VIPs and non-VIPs. This means we could use the bootstrap test itself to adjust the values of x and y that define the range of a given factor in matched non-VIPs. In practice, we manually adjusted the values of x and y through trial and error for each genomic factor separately until all factors had non-significantly different averages of all the genomic factors included between VIPs and matched non-VIPs (bootstrap test p > 0.05 after 200 iterations of the matching process). Table S3 lists all the values of x and y for all the main bootstrap tests performed for this manuscript, together with the number of VIPs passing the minimum requirement of at least three matched non-VIPs, as well as the total number of matched non-VIPs used as controls. Because several genomic factors were correlated with each other, changing x and y for a specific factor often affected the match between the averages of another genomic factor between VIPs and non-VIPs. This interdependence of several genomic factors made the matching process complicated to automate, and explains the use of manual trials and errors. Once all important genomic factors were properly matched between VIPs and non-VIPs, we ran 5,000 iterations of the matching process to test for an excess of IS at VIPs compared to matched non-VIPs. To measure the excess at VIPs, we counted the number of IS that overlap VIPs (meaning the genomic center at equal distance from the genomic start and end of a VIP gene overlaps an introgressed segment), divided by the number of IS that overlap matched, control non-VIPs. For those IS that contained one or more non-VIPs that were matched with multiple VIPs, we first randomly chose one non-VIP to represent the whole segment (if there were several of them), and then added to the overall count of segments overlapping non-VIPs the number of times the chosen non-VIP was matched with distinct VIPs. In our case, counting the number of IS overlapping VIPs or non-VIPs instead of counting the number of VIPs and non-VIPs within IS was conservative. Indeed, VIPs retained in the bootstrap test tended to be clustered together more closely than the matched non-VIPs (Table S4) .
Because the IS could be very large, and therefore included both VIPs and potential non-VIP controls, we only matched VIPs with non-VIPs that were at least 500 kb away from any VIP, and in parallel only counted IS from Neanderthals to modern humans that were smaller than 500 kb. We chose a minimal distance of 500 kb between VIPs and control non-VIPs as a good compromise between having a wide enough representation of sizes of IS, and keeping a sufficient number of non-VIPs that could still be used as controls. For IS from modern humans to Neanderthals, the largest introgressed segment found in the Neanderthal Altai genome was 310 kb, so as potential controls we used all non-VIPs at least 310 kb away from any VIP.
Permutations with a target average Genes inside and outside IS have very different recombination rates, with genes inside IS having much higher recombination rates than genes outside (Figures S2A and S2B) . This is because purifying selection eliminated more IS in low recombination regions. Many genomic factors such as coding or regulatory density are well known to correlate with the rate of recombination. To avoid confusing the effect of a specific genomic factor on the occurrence of IS with the correlated effect of recombination, we compared genomic factors inside and outside IS using a permutation test with a target average that was previously introduced in Enard et al. (2016) . In brief, the permutation test with a target average makes it possible to build random control sets of genes outside IS with the same overall average recombination rate as genes inside IS. This way we could isolate the specific effect of a genomic factor while eliminating the potential confounding effect of recombination. To test different genomic factors and get empirical observed p values ( Figure S2 ), we built 1,000 random control sets of genes outside IS and compared them with genes inside IS. Genes inside IS are genes with their genomic center -the coordinate half way between a gene start and end's sites-overlapping an introgressed segment. Genes outside IS are genes with their genomic center outside any introgressed segment. We repeated the building of 1,000 random control sets of for each frequency threshold and for each length threshold in Figure S2 . For each threshold, the genes inside IS are the genes inside IS with frequency or length beyond the fixed threshold, but genes outside IS are genes outside all IS regardless of frequency or length.
Gene Ontology Permutations analysis
In order to test the over-representation of IS within specific GO functions, we shuffled GO annotations between genes. However the shuffling was not a simple random shuffling. We first ordered genes based on their order on chromosomes and then separated the ordered genes into ten groups of equal size each containing only neighboring genes and finally randomly shuffled the order of the ten groups. This shuffling preserves the clustering structure of GO annotations between neighboring genes that is expected to affect the variance of the null distribution in the over-representation test.
RNA versus DNA VIP analysis
We used VIPs that interact with only one RNA virus, and VIPs that interact with only one DNA virus, for two reasons. First, by comparing VIPs that interact with the same number of viruses (one in this case), we avoid confusing an effect of the type of virus (RNA versus DNA) with an effect of the number of viruses with which VIPs interact. Second, VIPs already known to interact with multiple viruses might be more likely to interact with as-yet-unknown viruses than VIPs known to interact with only one virus. Thus, VIPs currently only known to interact with multiple RNA viruses may nonetheless be more likely to be involved in as-yet-unknown interactions with DNA viruses and vice versa. Consistent with this, the VIPs in our dataset that interact with two or more RNA viruses are more likely to also interact with at least one DNA virus than VIPs that interact with only one RNA virus (62.6% versus 31.8%, respectively, proportion comparison test p < 10
À16
). Reciprocally, VIPs that interact with two or more DNA viruses are more likely to also interact with at least one RNA virus than VIPs that interact with only one DNA virus (64.8% versus 35.4%, p < 10 À16 ).
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
The scripts required to carry out enrichment analyses are available at https://github.com/DavidPierreEnard/Matching_VIPs_nonVIPs together with the necessary explanations. Figure S1 . Definition of Introgressed Segments, Related to Figure 1 (A) Green areas depict regions that were inherited from Neanderthals in different individuals from the same population. The population-wide posterior probability of an allele being inherited from Neanderthals (y axis) is depicted by the blue curve on the graph. The introgressed segment in the figure (blue rectangle) is defined as a genomic region where the posterior probabilities at SNPs exceed the fixed threshold of 0.2. We tolerated that the posterior probability falls transiently below the fixed threshold for no more than ten consecutive SNPs (small dent below 0.2 in the figure) .
Supplemental Figures
(B) Allele-specific estimates of probabilities of Neanderthal ancestry in a genomic window. Light orange. Low probability. Orange: moderate probability. Dark orange: high probability. Each round represents a specific allele and the corresponding probability of Neanderthal ancestry estimated by the CRF.
